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ABSTRACT 
We study here the simple infinite-dimensional quotients of the group C*-algebras of two discrete 
6-dimensional nilpotent groups H6,] and H6,2 as the higher-dimensional analogues of the irrational 
rotation algebras. R Milnes and S. Walters, jointly and individually, have studied the lower-dimensional 
cases in a series of papers, and also have started the study of some other 6-dimensional groups. For 
G = H6,1 or H6,2, we can determine the crossed product presentations for the simple quotients of 
C*(G), and matrix representations for those arising from non-faithful representations of the groups. 
The isomorphism classifications of these quotients are obtained using K-theoretic tools, namely, the 
K-groups and the range of trace on K0. This marks the first use of K-theory in the classification of 
quotients for 6-dimensional groups. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a locally compact group, and let C*(G) be its full group C*-algebra. 
A 
A main classical task of representation theory is the determination f the set G of all 
equivalence classes of unitary strongly continuous irreducible representations of G 
in Hilbert spaces. To every such representation zr there corresponds arepresentation 
zr I of C*(G), and the kernel of nl is a primitive ideal in C*(G). In this way, one 
gets a map from G onto Prim(G), where Prim(G) denotes the set (or space with 
the Jacobson topology) of primitive ideals in C*(G). Thus the determination of
G can be divided into two tasks, namely into the determination f Prim(G) and 
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into the determination f the fibers of the map G -+ Prim(G), i.e., the equivalence 
classes of representations with a given kernel. Concerning Prim(G), a lot of work 
is done, especially for connected Lie groups. For the second task, a first step will 
be the determination f the structure of C*(G) / I ,  where I is a primitive ideal in 
C* (G). When G is a discrete, finitely generated, torsion-free, nilpotent group, every 
primitive ideal in C* (G) is maximal [7, p. 297], so the latter problem becomes 
the determination f the structure of the simple quotients of C*(G)--and this is 
the theme of the present paper for two discrete nilpotent groups H6,1 and H6,2 as 
introduced and discussed below. 
We start with some historical notes that his subject originates. This is also related 
to the classification of nilpotent Lie groups and algebras of a given dimension as 
we discuss very briefly in what follows. 
In each of 3 and 4 dimensions, there is a unique (up to isomorphism) connected, 
simply connected, nilpotent Lie group, which we call G3 and G4, respectively 
(following Nielsen [15]). In 5 dimensions, there exist 6 non-isomorphic connected, 
simply connected, nilpotent Lie groups G5,i for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  6 and in 6 dimensions 
there are 24 of them, G6, j for j = 1, 2 . . . . .  24. In each of dimensions 7 or higher, 
there are by contrast uncountably many non-isomorphic such Lie groups [23]. 
G3 (= R 3 as a set) is the Heisenberg Lie group with multiplication 
(k, m, n)(U, m ~, n ~) = (k + k ~ + nm', m + m I, n + n~). 
The irrational rotation algebra Ao, which plays an important role in the theory 
of C*-algebras and non-commutative g ometry, is defined to be the C*-crossed 
product C(E') >~ Z, where ~b :v ~ )~v and )~ = e 2JriO for 0 irrational. Indeed, Ao is the 
unique (up to isomorphism) C*-algebra generated by unitaries U and V satisfying 
the equation 
(1) [U, V] = ,~, 
where [a, b] := aba- lb  -1. The faithful irreducible representations of the lattice 
subgroup//3 (= Z 3 as a set) of G3 generate the irrational rotation algebras Ao. In 
other words, the algebras Ao can be characterized asthe simple infinite-dimensional 
quotients of the group C*-algebra of the discrete Heisenberg group//3. One way to 
get the multiplication for//3 from Ao (the so called "discrete group construction" 
method in [12]) is to look at the product of two elements of the form )~kvm U ~, 
()k vrn U n) ()k' V m' U n,) = xk+k'+nm' vm+m ' un+n'; 
so the multiplication for //3 = Z 3 is as above. One can see that Jr : (k, m, n) ~-+ 
)~kvmun, 143 ~ AO, is an irreducible faithful unitary representation. We shall 
henceforth denote the irrational rotation algebra by A 3, where the superscript 
on A03 indicate the subscript of the discrete nilpotent group for which this is a 
simple infinite-dimensional quotient of the associate group C*-algebra--namely, 
the discrete Heisenberg roup/43. 
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In [12], P. Milnes and S. Walters have studied a natural discrete cocompact 
subgroup H4 of G4; a 4-dimensional nalogue of the discrete Heisenberg roup 
/43. In fact, they consider the commutator relations 
(2) [U, V] = W, [U, W] = )~ 
(V, W commute), where )~ = e 2JriO for 0 irrational. Then they prove that there 
is a unique simple C*-algebra A 4 generated by (2), which is isomorphic to 
C(TI "2) x~ Z, where ~b is the Anzaiflow on ~2 defined by (~(w, v) = ()~w, wv). The 
"discrete group construction" defines a multiplication on Z 4 to obtain a discrete 
group H4, which is proved to be isomorphic to a lattice subgroup of Nielsen's 
G4. The algebras A 4 are higher-dimensional analogues of the irrational rotation 
algebras, and are characterized assimple infinite-dimensional quotients of C* (H4) 
generated by faithful irreducible representations of H4. But in this case, there 
are also other simple infinite-dimensional quotients qA~, whose corresponding 
representations are not faithful. In [13], P. Milnes and S. Walters have studied the 
simple infinite-dimensional quotients of C* (Hs,i) for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  6, where H5,i is 
a natural attice subgroup of the connected, simply connected, nilpotent Lie group 
G5,i. The main result of [13] is an identification of all simple infinite-dimensional 
quotient C*-algebras of the group C*-algebra C*(Hs,j)--more specifically, they 
consist, respectively of the 'primary' algebras 
A~,I, 5,2 5,3 5,4 A05.5 A~,6 Ao,~o, Ao , Ao,~o, , 
(where 0, ~o are irrational and are independent in the 5, 2 and 5, 4 cases), other 
simple C*-algebras isomorphic to matrix algebras over irrational rotation algebras 
(of any size and any irrational parameter), and a few more which are expressed as 
crossed products by integers. Then in [25], S. Walters finds the K-groups, the range 
of the trace on K0, and obtains a classification for the 'primary' simple quotient 
C*-algebras amongst hemselves. Since each of these algebras is isomorphic to 
a crossed product by integers, he uses the Pimsner-Voiculescu six term exact 
sequence [17] to compute their K-groups and Pimsner's theorem on the tracial 
range [1 6]. The determination f the simple infinite-dimensional quotients arising 
from 6-dimensional discrete nilpotent groups H6,j, as natural attice subgroups of 
the of the connected, simply connected, nilpotent Lie groups G6,j has been done by 
R Milnes in [11] and [10] for H6,4 and H6,1o, and by H.D. Junghenn and E Milnes 
in [8] for H6,7. The K-groups of A 6'1°, which is the 'primary' simple quotient of 
C*(H6,10), have been computed as an example in [20]. 
The objective of this paper is to study two groups H6,1 and H6,2 that are 
interesting because of their rich structures which allow crossed product pre- 
sentations coming from flows on manifolds for the simple quotients of their 
group C*-algebras, and matrix representations forthose arising from non-faithful 
representations of these groups; the groups H6,1 and H6,2 (= Z 6 as a set) are 
'natural' lattice subgroups of G6,1 and G6,2, respectively, among the 24 connected, 
simply connected, nilpotent, 6-dimensional Lie groups G6,j for j = 1, 2 . . . . .  24. As 
in [15], G6,1 equals ~6 as a set with multiplication given by 
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(g, h, j, k, m, n)(g I, h', j', k I, m', n') 
= (g T g' + jh' +nk' T ~n2m I,
h r • .I k I ) ,  h+ , j+ j  , k+ +nml, m+m~,n+n ~
and G6,2 equals ]R 6 as a set with multiplication given by 
(g, h, j, k, m, n)(g', h', j', k', m I, n') 
=(g+g'+mh'+n j l+ ln2k '+~n3m' ,h+h ', 
J + J' +nk' + ~n2m',k +kl +nm1'm+m"n+n' )  • 
We identify the simple infinite-dimensional quotient C*-algebras of C*(H6,1) and 
C*(H6,2), and obtain a classification for these algebras using K-theory. More 
precisely, we develop the theory for the lattice H6,1 (respectively, //6,2) to get 
the C*-algebras A~ '1 (respectively, A 6'2) as faithful simple infinite-dimensional 
quotients of C*(H6,a) (respectively, C*(H6,1)) and the C*-algebras qg.l~ (respec- 
tively, .A~ and Aqj p) as non-faithful ones. We represent the latter algebras as matrix 
algebras over certain simple C*-algebras arising from representations of the groups 
of lower dimension. Then we use the K-theoretic invariants--namely, the K-groups 
and the range of trace on Ko to classify these algebras amongst themselves. 
Notation 1.1. Throughout the paper, we shall adopt Connes' and Rieffel's conven- 
tion and write 
e(t) := e 2stir. 
Briefly, recall the Pimsner's procedure [ 16] for finding the range of the trace in the 
case of crossed products by integers. Let A be a C*-algebra (for us unital) and o~ be 
an automorphism of A. Let r be a tracial state on A >~  Z and use it also to denote its 
restriction to A. Let q :N  ~ R/r,  Ko(A) denote the quotient map. For an element 
[ul in ker(~. - id.) ___ KI(A), where u is in Un(A) (the n x n unitary matrices 
in A), consider the element of R/r,  Ko(A), called the "de la Harpe-Skandalis 
determinant" of [u], given by 
b ( aS) A[u l=q ~ (T®Tr)(~(t)~(t)-l)dt , 
where ~ : [a, b] --+ Un (A) is a piecewlse continuously differentiable path such that 
~(a) = 1 and ~(b) = ~(u)u -1 [6]. Pimsner's result [16, Theorem 3] is that the 
following is a short exact sequence: 
0 > v.Ko(A) L > v.Ko(A :~ Z) q > A(ker((~. - id.)) > 0 
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where t is the inclusion (as subgroups of R) and q is the restriction of the canonical 
map q. 
The following lemma nd its corollaries are known by many mathematicians and 
will be used widely in this paper. 
Lemma 1.1 [26, Lemma 2.1]. Let A and B be unital C*-algebras and A N B 
their tensor product equipped with an arbitrary C*-norm. I f  r is a tracial state on 
A N B such that the restriction o f t  to B is an extremal tracialstate (i.e., an extreme 
point of the compact convex set T(B) of all tracial states on B equipped with the 
w*-topoIogy), then 
r(a ® b) = r(a Q1)r ( l  ® b), a E A, b c B. 
Corollary 1.2. Let A and B be unital C*-algebras and A @ B their tensor product 
equipped with an arbitrary C*-norm. I f  B has a unique tracial state r2, then any 
tracial state r on A ® B is of the form rl @ r2, where ri is a tracial state on A. 
Consequently, 
r (aNb)=r l (a ) r2(b) ,  acA ,  b6B.  
Corollary 1.3. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and ~o be a tracial state on Adn (A) = 
A ® Adn. Then there exists a tracialstate r on A such that 9 = r @ (¼Tr), where Tr 
is the usual trace on Adn. Moreover, 
1 
~o. KO (A/in (A)) = - r. KO (A). 
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2. SIMPLE QUOTIENTS OF C*(H6,1) 
2.1. The discrete nilpotent group H6,1 
Let k = e(0) for 0 irrational, let unitaries U, V, W, X and subsidiary operator Y 
satisfy 
(CR)I  [W, X] = Y, [W, Y] = )~ = [U, V], 
where [a, b] := aba- lb -1 and all other pairs of operators from U, V, W, X and Y 
commute. Let A 6'1 denote the universal C*-algebra generated by U, V, W, X. The 
equations (CR)I yield a group with a unitary representation whose generated C*- 
algebra is A 6' 1. Use (CR) 1 to collect erms in the product 
(~gvhxJwkgmon)()~g'yh'xf wk'gm'on'), 
then the exponents give the multiplication for a group H6, a (= Z 6, as a set), namely, 
(m)l (g ,h , j , k ,m,n) (g ' ,h ' , j ' , k ' ,m' ,n ' )=(g+g'+kh '+(k2) J '+nm' ,  
h+h1+kf ,  j+ j r ,  k+kZ, m+mt,  n+n ' ) ,  
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and inverse 
2 +nm, -h  + k j, - j ,  - k ,  -m,  -n  . 
The group H6,1 is nilpotent, torsion-free, discrete and "finitely generated, and it 
follows from a result of Malcev [9] that H6,1 is isomorphic to a cocompact subgroup 
of a connected Lie group. Indeed, we think of H6,1 as a lattice subgroup of Nielsen's 
connected Lie group G6,1 (= ]R 6, as a manifold) [15], although in fact, Nielsen's 
group has a multiplication formula that is somehow different, but isomorphic to 
(m)l. Here is an isomorphism of H6,1 into Nielsen's G6,1 
(g,h, j , k ,m,n)  ~-~ (g,m,n,h - j /2,  j ,k) .  
The representation f H6,1 is given by 
: (g, h, j, k, m, n) ~ ~.gyhxJwkvmun, 
which obviously generates A 6' 1. 
2.2. The faithful simple quotients a6'l of C*(H6,1) 
Let )~ = e(0) for 0 irrational. Since A 6'1 is generated by a representation f H6,1, 
it is a quotient of C* (//6,1). There are a number of methods to prove that quotients 
of group C*-algebras are simple (cf. [13, pp. 318-319]). Of these, we will use the 
minimal flow method involving [4, Corollary 5.16]. The minimal flow situation is 
appealing because of its connection with geometry and topology; it also yields the 
most attractive concrete representations of the algebras, which are given in the end 
of this subsection. 
The next theorem asserts that the C*-algebra A~ '1 is simple, universal for the 
equations (CR) I, and has a unique tracial state. 
Theorem 2.1. Let ~ = e(O) for 0 irrational. 
(a) There is a unique (up to isomorphism) simple C*-algebra A 6'1 generated by 
unitaries U, V, W, X, Y satisfying (CR)> Let Z 2 act on C(~ 3) by ¢(k, n) : f ~-> 
f o O~ o 02, where the commuting homeomorphisms 01 and 02 of ~3 are given 
by 01 (Y, x, v) = ()~y, yx, v) and 02(Y, x, v) = (y, x, £v). Then 
Ao 6,1 ~ C('I~ 3) >1¢ Z 2. 
(b) Let ~r' be a representation of H6,1 such that Jr = ~r' (as scalars) on the center 
(Z, 0,0,0,0,0) of H6,> and let A be the C*-algebra generated by iv'. Then 
A ~- A 6'1 via a unique isomorphism co such that 7r I = co o ~r. 
(c) Let A 4 be the universal C*-algebra generated by unitaries W, X, Y satisfying 
[W, X] = Y, [W, Y] = ,~, 
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(X, Y commute) as introduced in [12]. Then A~ '1 -~ A 4 ® A 3. 
(d) The C*-algebra A~ '1 has a unique tracial state. 
Proof. (a) Note that the flow (Z 2, 7 3) with the action given by 
fb(k, n ) ' (y ,  x, v) r-+ Qk 1o O~(Y, x, v) = (,kk y, Lz:(k-W2ykx, ,knv) 
is minimal [5, 2.3] and free and Z 2 is amenable, hence C(77 3) >~ •2 is a 
simple C*-algebra [4, Corollary 5.16]. Let A be any C*-algebra generated by 
unitaries U, V, W, X, Y satisfying (CR)I. Since Y, X, V commute, there is a 
• -homomorphism cr :C(77 3) -+ A such that a(y) = Y, cr(x) = X, ~r(v) = V; in fact 
~r(f) = f (Y, X, V). Define a unitary representation p :Z  2 -+ A by p(k, n) = WkU n. 
One can check that (o-, p) is a covariant pair, which yields a .-homomorphism from 
C(7 3) ~ Z 2 to A mapping x(o,0), Y(0,o), v(o,o), 3(1,0) and 6(0,1) to X, Y, V, W and U, 
respectively. Since C(77 3) xe Z 2 is simple, the homomorphism is an isomorphism. 
(b) The hypothesis imply that (CR) 1 is satisfied by unitaries X t, Y', V', W', U I 
given by Jr ~ (g , h, j ,  k, m, n) = )~ g yth xI j wtk vtm U m" Part (a) and its proof now yield 
the result. 
(c) The universality of A 6'1, which is assumed in its definition, yields that it is 
isomorphic to a 4 ® Ao 3. In fact, W, X, Y generate a copy of a 4 [12], and U, V 
generate a copy of Ao 3 . Note that A~ is a nuclear C*-algebra since it is a quotient of 
C*(H3) and/43 is amenable. Thus there is a unique C*-norm on A 4 ® A 3 (say the 
maximal C*-norm). 
(d) It is sufficient to prove that each of the C*-algebras A4 and A~ has a unique 
tracial state (Lemma 1.1). The C*-algebra A 4 can be viewed as the crossed product 
C(77 2) x~ Z, where a(y,  x) = ()~y, yx) and )~ = e(0) [12, Theorem 1]. It is well 
known that the (topological) dynamical system (%2, a) is minimal and uniquely 
ergodic (and the unique a-invariant probability measure is the normalized Haar 
measure on 772) [5, Theorem 2.1]. So, A 4 has a unique tracial state (cf. [3, p. 229, 
Corollary VIII.3.8]). A similar argument implies a unique tracial state for A 3. The 
tracial state is defined on 
el(z2, C(773)) C C(77 3) N4b ~2 ~ AI,1 
by f(o,o) v-+ fT3 fd l z  for f c C(73), f(k,n) P-~ 0 otherwise, where/z is the normal- 
ized Haar measure on 7 3. [] 
AI '1 can also be viewed as a twisted group C*-algebra as is proved in the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 2.2. Let )~ = e(O) for  0 irrational. Define a cocycle &: (//3 x Z 2) x 
(//3 x g 2) --+ 7I" by 
• I k I m I, n')) ~kh'+j'k(k-1)/2+nm'. ~t((h, j ,  k, m, n), (h 1, j , , -= 
Then AI '1 ~ C*(H 3 × Z 2, ~). 
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Proofi The map " rc . (g ,h , j , k ,m,n)  ~ )~g3(h,j,k,m,n), H6,1 ~ ~l(H3 x Z2,~) C 
C*(H3 x Z 2, fi) is a representation f H6,1 and 7c = zr' (as scalars) on the center 
(Z, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) of H6,1. Now, part (b) of the preceding theorem yields the re- 
sult. [] 
Remark 2.3. One can also apply the Packer's theorem [18, Theorem 1.7] to the 
twisted group C*-algebra C*(H3 x Z 2, &) to show that it is simple and has a unique 
tracial state. 
• 6,1 The first arises from the flow (Z 2, ,~3) in Two concrete representations of a 0 .
Theorem 2.1. On L2(~r 3) the unitaries U : f ~+ f o Q2, V : f v-+ v f  , W: f ~-~ f o Qi 
and X : f ~ x f  (along with their subsidiary operator Y : f v-+ y f )  satisfy (CR)I, so 
6,1 the C*-algebra they generate is isomorphic to A o . 
The second comes from a representation 0 of H6,~ on ~2(~5), 
o(g, h, j ,  m, k, n) : (~(h',jt,m',k',n') b + ~C~d, 
where 
/k'~., 
c=g+kh '  +~2) j  +nm,  
and 
d=(h  +h~ +k j~, j  + jl ,  k +U,m +m~,n +nl) .  
The unitaries U = Q(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), V = 0(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0), W = Q(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0) 
and X = 0(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0) satisfy (CR)I, so the C*-algebra generated by 0 is 
6,1 isomorphic to A o . 
2.3. Non-faithful simple quotients of C* (H6,1) 
When )~ = e(0) for an irrational 0, A 6'I is a simple quotient of C*(H6,1) and the 
representation 
Jr : (g, h, j ,  k, m, n) ~-+ ) .gyhx Jwkvmun 
is faithful. But there are other infinite-dimensional simple quotients of C*(H6,1); 
for them z~ is not faithful. 
Suppose that L is a primitive qth root of unity and that .4 is a simple quotient 
of C*(H6,1) that is irreducibly represented and generated by unitaries U, V, W, X 
and subsidiary operator Y satisfying (CR)1. Then U q, vq and Yq commute with all 
operators, o they are multiples of identity, say U q z v'I ,  V q = rl'I and Yq = IZt I .  
Put U = vUl, V = tlV1, and Y = ~tY1 for vq = v I, r]q = 17 t and ~q = tx ~, so that 
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U q = V q = Yq = I, and substitute U = vU1, V : r]Yl, and Y =/zY1 in (CR) 1 to 
get 
[W, X] =/zY1, [W, YI] = )~ = [U1, 1111, 
(CR)I,1 f q ---= V q ---- r q = I, ~q = 1. 
(1) I f /z  = e(c0 is not a root of unity (i.e., o~ is irrational), the C*-algebra q'~a 
generated by unitaries U1, V1, W, X and subsidiary operator Y1 satisfying 
(CR) 1,1 can be presented by a free and minimal action Ca of the amenable group 
Z × Zq on Zq × '~" X Zq, where 01 (k, n) = g~ o h~, gl (Y, x, 12) = ()~y, yyx, v), and 
hx (y, x, v) = (y, x, )~v). So the C*-crossed product C(Zq x qi" x Zq) ~¢1 (Z x Zq) 
is simple and isomorphic to qg.l, with U1, V1, W, X, and Y1 corresponding to
30,1), v(o,o), 8(1,0), x(0,0), and y(0,o), respectively, in
£1 (~ X Zq, C(Zq X % X %q)) C C(Zq N ']~ X ~,q) N¢1 (Z X ~q), 
which uses the coordinate functions y, x, and v on 7/~q X 'I~ X Zq defined by 
y(y, x, v) = y, x(y, x, v) = x, and v(y, x, v) = v. 
(2) If/z is also a root of unity, all the unitaries are of finite order, so the generated 
C*-algebra A is finite-dimensional. 
The preceding comments are summarized in the next theorem. 
Theorem 2.4. A C*-algebra ,,4 is isomorphic to a simple infinite-dimensional 
6,1 Z2 quotient of C*(H6A) /f and only if, .A is isomorphic to A o = C(72 3) )<¢) for 
some irrational number O, or to qP.la : C(•q × ~ × Zq) NO1 (Z × Zq) (as in case 1 
above)for a natural number q and some irrational number or. 
As we have seen that all the primitive quotient C*-algebras of C*(H6,1) are 
simple, we can deduce, as we can from a result of Howe [7, p. 297], the following. 
Corollary 2.5. Every primitive ideal of C*(H6,1) is maximal (or equivalently, 
Prim(H6,1) is T1). 
Proof. This follows because the C*-algebra generated by the image of any irre- 
ducible representation f H6,1 is simple. [] 
A result that has been used implicitly above, and should be stated explicitly, is 
the analogue of Theorem 2.1 that holds for q9~. 
Theorem 2.6. qgd~ is the unique (up to isomorphism) C*-algebra generated by 
unitaries U, V, W, X, and Y satisfying (CR)I,1; q~a is simple and universal for 
(CR) 1,1. 
As for Theorem 2.1, the result is a consequence of the minimality and freeness 
of the flow involved, together with the amenability of the acting group. 
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Remark 2.7. There is a concrete representation for q-Q[c~ that is analogous to the 
concrete representation L2(T 3) of A 6'1. The representation for qPl, uses the 
flow generated by the action q)l and is on L2(•q x T x •q). 
2.4. Matrix representations of the non-faithful quotients of C*(H6,1) 
The algebra q2[~ has a representation as a matrix algebra with entries in an irrational 
rotation algebra, which is a simple C*-algebra from a faithful representation f the 
discrete Heisenberg roup//3. 
Theorem 2.8. When )~ is a primitive qth root of unity and lz = e(oO is not a root of 
unity, the C*-algebra qP-~ot (of the preceding theorem) is isomorphic to J~q2 (A3 ), 
where V = qot + (q + 1)/2 (mod Z). 
Proof. We know that q2[~ = C*(U1, V1, W, X, Y1), where the unitaries U1, 1/1, W, X, 
and Y1 satisfy (CR)I,1. Let C = C*(U1, 1/1) and D = C*(W, X, Y1). The universality 
of q9.1a (Theorem 2.6) implies that it is isomorphic to C @ D. Now C is generated 
by unitaries U1, V1 satisfying 
u q = v q = I ,  [u1,  = x,  
where )~ is a primitive qth root of unity. So it is easily seen that C -~ ./~q. The 
C*-algebra D is generated by unitaries W, X, Y1 satisfying 
Yq = I, [W, S] =/~Y1, [W, Yll = )~, 
where ), is a primitive qth root of unity and # = e(~) is not a root of unity. This C*- 
algebra was mentioned in [ 1 2] and denoted by q A~; it is a simple quotient of C* (H4) 
coming from a non-faithful representation f H4, and is isomorphic to JMq(A3), 
where e(y) = ( -1 )q+l /z  q [12, Theorem 3]. Thus we have 
qP.~c~ "--~-- C ® O ~-.Adq ® qAce ~.A/lq ® JMq(A3) "~ jk.4q2(A3). 
Note that e(g ) = (-1)q+l/z q = e((q + 1)/2)e(qot), so y = qot + (q + 1)/ 
2 (mod Z). [] 
Corollary 2.9. For ot irrational the C*-algebra q21~ has a unique tracial state 
which is precisely r ® (bTr) ,  where Tr is the usual trace on J~q2 and r is the 
3 unique tracial state on A~. 
3 has a unique tracial state. On the other hand, for a Proof. Since y is irrational, Ay
unital C*-algebra A, any tracial state on A4= (A) = A ®fAn is of the form r ® (~Tr), 
where r is a tracial state on A and Tr is the usual trace on Adn (Corollary 1.2). This 
completes the proof. [] 
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2.5. K-theory for simple quotients of C*(H6,1) 
Our main goal in this part is to classify the simple infinite-dimensional quotients of 
C* (H6,1) by means of K-theory. To do this, we compute the K-groups and the trace 
invariant (i.e., the range of the unique tracial state on K0) for each of these algebras. 
The C*-algebra a6'1 The C*-algebra A 6'1, which is generated by (CR)I, can 
be viewed as the simple C*-algebra A 4 ® A 3 (part (c) of Theorem 2.1). So we 
6,1 can apply the Kfinneth theorem [22] to compute the K-groups of A o as in the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 2.10. Ko(A 6'1) = Z 12 and KI(A 6'1) = Z 12. 
Proof. We know that Kj(A 4) = ~3 [12, p. 629] and Kj(A 3) = Z 2 for j = 0, 1. 
Applying the Kfinneth theorem [22] to the tensor product A 4 ® A03 yields 
K0(A 6'1) ---- Ko(A 4) ® Ko(A 3) G K1 (A 4) ® K1 (A 3) 
=Z 3®Z 2(~7/, 3@7/, 2 -Z  12, 
KI(A  '1) = Ko(A 4) ® KI(Ao 3) * KI(A 4) ® Ko(Ag) 
=Z 3®Z 2OZ 3®Z 2=7/,12. [] 
Proposition 2.11. The range of the unique traciaI state on Ko(A~ '1) is Z + ZO + 
ZO 2. 
Proof. We prove this by a direct computation ofthe trace on the explicit generators 
of Ko(A 6'1) = Ko(A40 ® A 3) exhibited in the Kfinneth theorem. A basis for 
A30 = C*(U, V) is {[1], [e]}, where e is a Powers-Rieffel projection of trace 
0, and an application of the Pimsner-Voiculescu sequence to A 4, viewed as 
the crossed product A~ >% Z (where A 3 is generated by W, Y and tr = Adx) 
gives the basis {[1], [f], [Px, r]] for Ko(A4), where f 6 Ao 3 = C*(W, Y) is a 
Powers-Rieffel projection of trace 0 and Px, r is the Bott projection (of trace 1) in 
the commuting unitaries X, Y. Therefore, six basis elements for Ko(A 6'1) are [1], 
[1 ® e], [ f  ® 1], [ f  ® e], [Px, Y ® 1], [Px, Y ® e] of trace 1, 0, 0, 0 2, 1, 0, respectively 
(Corollary 1.2). The remaining six basis elements of Ko(A~'I) are Bott elements 
of certain commuting unitaries, which have zero traces. So the range of the unique 
tracial state on A 6'1 is Z + Z0 + Z02. [] 
Corollary 2.12. For non-quartic irrationals 0,0' (i.e., those that are not zeros of  
6,1 an integral polynomial of  degree at most four), the algebras A 6'1 and A o, are 
isomorphic if and only i f  O' = n -t- O for some integer n. 
The C*-algebra q2t~. The C*-algebra q~ is isomorphic to J~q2 (A3), where F = 
qa + (q + 1)/2 (Theorem 2.8). Thus for j = 0, 1 we have 
Kj(qP2a) = Kj(AJq2(A3)) = Z 2. 
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So we have proved the following. 
Proposition 2.13. Ko(qg2~) = K1 (q92~) = Z2. 
1 ~- Zy) ,  Proposition 2.14. The range of the unique tracial state on Ko(qPAc~) is ~ (• 
where g = qu + (q + 1)/2. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 1.3 and that the range of the 
3 i sZ+Zg.  [] unique tracial state on A× 
Corollary 2.15. When q, qZ ~ N and ol, o~' are irrational, q92~ ~ q,21~, if and only i f  
k -4-aforsomek6Z.  q = q' and o~' = 
3. SIMPLE QUOTIENTS OF C*(H6,2) 
3.1. The discrete nilpotent group H6,2 
Let ~ = e(0) for an irrational 0, let unitaries U, V, Y and subsidiary operators W, X 
satisfy 
(CR)2 [U, V] = W, [U, W] = X, [U, X] = L = [V, Y], 
where [a, b] := aba-lb -1 and all other pairs of operators from U, V, W, X and 
Y commute. Let A 6'2 denote the universal C*-algebra generated by U, V, Y. The 
equations (CR)2 yield a group with a unitary representation whose generated 
C*-algebra is A 6'2. Use (CR)2 to collect erms in the product 
(~gyhxJwkgmun)()~g'yh'xJ'wktgm'un'), 
then the exponents give the multiplication for a group H6,2 (= Z 6, as a set), namely, 
(m)2 (g, h, j, k, m, n)(g', h', j', k', m', n') 
j+  j t+nk '+(2)m' ,k+k '+nmt ,  m+mt,  n+n '  ) , 
and inverse 
The group H6,2 is nilpotent, torsion-free, discrete and finitely generated, and it 
follows from a result of Malcev [9] that//6,2 is isomorphic to a cocompact subgroup 
of a connected Lie group. Indeed, we think of H6.2 as a lattice subgroup of Nielsen's 
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connected Lie group G6,2 (= R 6, as a manifold) [15], although in fact, Nielsen's 
group has a multiplication formula that is somehow different, but isomorphic to 
(m)2. Here is an isomorphism of H6.2 into Nielsen's G6,2 
(g ,h , j , k ,m,n)~+ (g + j +k /6 ,  h , j  +k /2 ,  k ,m,n) .  
The representation f 96,2 is given by 
rr : (g, h, j ,  k, m, n) ~ )~gyhxJwkvmu n, 
which obviously generates A 6'2. 
a6'2 of C*(H6,2) 3.2. The faithful simple quotients. ~0 
Let L = e(0) for an irrational 0. Since A 6'2 is generated by a representation f 96,2, 
it is a quotient of C*(H6,2). There are a number of methods to prove that quotients 
of group C*-algebras are simple (cf. [13, pp. 318-319]). Of these, we will use the 
minimal flow method involving [4, Corollary 5.16]. The minimal flow situation is 
appealing because of its connection with geometry and topology; it also yields the 
most attractive concrete representations of the algebras, which are given in the end 
of this subsection. 
The next theorem asserts that the C*-algebra A 6'2 is simple, universal for the 
equations (CR)2, and has a unique tracial state. 
Theorem 3.1. Let )~ = e(O) for  an irrational O. 
(a) There is a unique (up to isomorphism) simple C*-algebra A 6'2 generated by 
unitaries U, V, W, X, Y satisfying (CR)2. Let Z 2 act on C(TP 3) by 7r(h, n) : f w-~ 
f o oh o 0 n 2' where the commuting homeomorphisms 01 and 02 of  ~f3 are given 
by 01(x, w, v) = (x, w, Xv) and 02(x, w, v) = ()~x, xw,  wv). Then 
A 6'2 ~C(T 3) x~ Z 2. 
(b) Let 7r' be a representation o f  H6,2 such that 7r = zc I (as scalars) on the center 
(Z, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) of  H6,2, and let A be the C*-algebra generated by rct. Then 
A ~ a6"2 -- "'o via a unique isomorphism co such that zr t = co o Jr. 
6,2 (c) The C*-algebra A o has a unique tracial state. 
Proof. (a) Note that the flow (Z 2, ~3) with the action given by 
¢(h, n): (x, w, Qh o 01(x, w, = ()nx,) ,Ox"w, 
is minimal [5, 2.3] and free and 7.. 2 is amenable, hence C(]? 3) )~V, Z2 is a 
simple C*-algebra [4, Corollary 5.16]. Let A be any C*-algebra generated by 
unitaries U, V, W, X, Y satisfying (CR)2. Since X, W, V commute, there is a 
• -homomorphism r7:C('IP 3) --+ A such that c~(x) = X, or(w) = W, or(v) = V; 
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in fact ~r ( f )= f (X ,W,V) .  Define a unitary representation p :Z2-+ A by 
p(h, n) = yhun.  One can check that (~r, p) is a covariant pair, which yields 
a .-homomorphism from C(% 3) >~7, Z2 to A mapping x(o,o), w(o,o), v(o,o), 60.0 )
and ~(0.1) to X, W, V, Y and U, respectively. Since C('23) x~, Z 2 is simple, the 
homomorphism is an isomorphism. 
(b) The hypothesis imply that (CR)2 is satisfied by unitaries X', Y', V', W t, U ~ 
given by zr~(g, h, j, k, m, n) = )~gythxG wIkv tm Um. Part (a) and its proof now yield 
the result. 
(c) If we prove that (T 3, Z 2) is uniquely ergodic, then by [24, p. 91, Corol- 
lary 3.3.10] C(T 3) x~ Z 2 has a unique tracial state since Z 2 is an Abelian group 
and the action is free. We know that (qr 3, 02) is uniquely ergodic with respect to the 
normalized Haar measure/z on ql "3 [5, 2.3] and # is clearly Ql-invariant. So/z is 
zZ-invariant. Now let ~ be a zZ-invariant Borel probability measure on qr 3. So in 
particular, ~7 is Qz-invariant. By unique ergodicity of (qr 3, 02) with respect o # we 
have ~ =/~. So (%3, Z2) is uniquely ergodic. 
The tracial state is defined on 
~1(~2, C(~3)) CC(~3) ~q~P~" ,772=~,10,,~a62 
by f(o,o) ~ fT3 f d/z for f c C(T3), f(h,n) ~ 0 otherwise. [] 
A 6'2 can also be viewed as a twisted group C*-algebra as is proved in the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 3.2. Let )~ = e(O) fo r  an irrational O. Define a cocycle /3 : (Z x/ /4)  x 
(Z x H4)-+ T by 
"~ k' m~,n')) ~,mh'+nf+Un(n-1)/2+m'n(n-1)(n-2)/6. /~((h, j ,k ,m,n) ,  (h', j ,  , = 
Then a6"2 --~ C*(• × H4, j~). 
• x 0 - -  
Proof. The map Y: (g ,h , j , k ,m,n)  ~ xg~(h,j,k,m,n), 96, 2 ~ £1(7, X 94,/~ ) C 
C*(Z x//4,/3) is a representation of H6,2 and zr = zd (as scalars) on the center 
(Z, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) of H6,2. Now, part (b) of the preceding theorem yields the re- 
sult. [] 
Remark 3.3. One can also apply the Packer's theorem [18, Theorem 1.7] to the 
twisted group C*-algebra C*(Z × 94,/3) to show that it is simple and has a unique 
tracial state. 
Two concrete representations of A~ '2. The first arises from the flow (Z 2, T 3) in 
Theorem 3.1. On L2(T 3) the unitaries U : f ~+ f o 02, V : f w-> v f  , and Y : f 
f o 01 (along with their subsidiary operators W : f ~-~ wf  and X : f ~ x f )  satisfy 
(CR)2, so the C*-algebra they generate is isomorphic to A 6'2. 
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The second comes from a representation 0 of H6.2 on ~2(Z5), 
Q(g, h, j, m, k, n) : (~(ht,j',mt,kt,n') ~ ~'C (~d, 
where 
and 
c=g+mh~+nf  + U+ 3 m,  
( (:) ) d= h+ , j+f  +nk l+ ml, k+k l+nml ,  m+ml ,  n+nl  
The unitaries U = 4(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), V -- 4(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0), and Y = 0(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) 
satisfy (CR)2, so the C*-algebra generated by 0 is isomorphic to A 6'2. 
3.3. Non-faithful simple quotients of C*(H6,2) 
When X -- e(0) for an irrational 0, A 6'2 is a simple quotient of C*(H6,2) and the 
representation 
7r : (g, h, j, k, m, n) ~ ~.gyhx Jwkvmun 
is faithful. But there are other infinite-dimensional simple quotients of C*(H6,2); 
for them rc is not faithful. 
Suppose that )~ is a primitive qth root of unity and that A is a simple quotient 
of C*(H6,2) that is irreducibly represented and generated by unitaries U, V, Y and 
subsidiary operators X, W satisfying (CR) 2. Then xq and Yq commute with all 
operators, so they are multiples of identity, say X q = tztI and Yq -= ~7II. Put X = 
/zX1 and Y = flY1 for/zq = 1 /and  tl q = Oz, so that X q = Yq = I, and substitute 
X = #X1 and Y -- fly 1 in (CR) 2 to get 
[U, V] = W, [U, W] =/xXl ,  [U, X1] =)~ = [V, Y1], 
(CR)2 ' I  X q = Yq = I,  )~q = 1. 
(1) If # = e(ot) is not a root of unity (i.e., oe is irrational), the C*-algebra ¢4~ 
generated by unitaries U, V, I"1 and subsidiary operators W, X1 satisfying 
(CR)2,1 can be presented by a free and minimal action ~Pl of the amenable group 
Zq )< • on Zq x ,~,2, where ff.r I (h, n) = gh o h~, gl (x, w, v) = (x, w, ~.v), and 
hi(x, w, v) = O~x, tzxw, wv). So the C*-crossed product C(Zq x %2) >~Vq (Zq x 
Z) is simple and isomorphic to .4 q with U, V, W, X1, and Y1 corresponding to
8(0,1), v(0,0), w(o.o), x(o,o), and 8(1,o), respectively, in
e'(zq × z, e(Zq x y2))c C(Zq x 2) (Zq x z), 
which uses the coordinate functions x, w, and v on •q × 'I~ 2 defined by 
x(x, w, v) = x, w(x, w, v) = w and v(x, w, v) = v. 
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(2) Suppose that/x is also a root of unity, say a primitive pth root of unity, and let 
q' = {q, p}, the least common multiple o fq  and p. Then wq' = vii, a multiple 
of the identity. I fv / is not a root of unity, substitute W = vW1 in (CR)2,1 , where 
10q' = V t, and get 
I [U, V] = vW1, [U, WI] --/*X1, [U, X1] = )~ = [V, Y1], 
(CR)2,a [ xq = Y~ = wq = I, )~q = ~P = 1. 
Then the C*-algebra ~4~ 'p, where e(/3) = v, generated by unitaries U, V, Y1 
and subsidiary operators W1, X1 satisfying (CR)2,2 can be presented by an 
action ~2 of the amenable group Zq x Z on A" = Zq x Zq, x ~r, where 
_ h n v) (x, w, ~.v), and h2(x, w, v) (~.x, IZXW, vwv). ~2(h, n) -- g2 °h2, g2(x ,  w ,  = = 
The homeomorphism ~2 is usually not minimal, so we restrict ~P2 to 3; x qr c 2(, 
where 3; c Zq x Zq, is the finite set 
y = {(x, w) I (x, w, 1) 6 ~p~(1, , 77) for some r ~ N} 
= {(~r,)vr(r -1) /2 l .gr  ) [r oN}. 
Then the flow (•q × •, y × 77) is minimal; the proof of this is similar, but 
easier than, the minimality proof in case 1 above. So C(y x "2) x,2 (Zq x Z) 
is simple and isomorphic to ¢4~ 'p with U, V, W1, X1, and Y1 corresponding to
~(o, l), v(0,0), w(0,0), x(0,0), and ~(1,o), respectively, in
/~1 (Zq X Z, C(y × 77)) C C(y × ~) N~p2 (Zq × Z), 
which uses the coordinate functions x, w, and v on y x "2 defined by 
x(x, w, v) = x, w(x, w, v) = w, and v(x, w, v) = v. 
(3) When v is a root of unity (as well as )~ and/z), all the unitaries are of finite 
order, so the generated C*-algebra .A is finite-dimensional. 
The preceding comments are summarized in the next theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. A C*-algebra A is isomorphic to a simple infinite-dimensional 
quotient of C*(H6,2) if, and only if, .A is isomorphic to A 6'2 = C(~73) >~, Z2 for 
some irrational number O, or to ¢4~ = C(Zq x 772) >~4,1 (Zq x Z)for some irrational 
number ~ (as in case 1 above), or to ~4~ 'p = C(Y x T) >~7,2 (Zq x Z) for some 
irrational number ,8 (as in case 2 above). 
As we have seen that all the primitive quotient C*-algebras of C*(H6,2) are 
simple, we can deduce, as we can from a result of Howe [7, p. 297], the following. 
Corollary 3.5. Every primitive ideal of C*(H6,2) is maximal (or equivalently, 
Prim(H6,2) is 7"1). 
Proof. This follows because the C*-algebra generated by the image of any irre- 
ducible representation f H6,2 is simple. [] 
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A result that has been used implicitly above, and should be stated explicitly, is 
the analogue of Theorem 3.1 that holds for J[~ and A~ 'p. 
Theorem 3.6. Let A1 := ~ and A2 := ¢4q~ 'p. Then for i = 1, 2, Ai is the 
unique (up to isomorphism) C*-algebra generated by unitaries U, V, W, X, and 
Y satisfying (CR)2,i; Ai is simple and universal for (CR)2,i. 
As for Theorem 3.1, the result is a consequence of the minimality and freeness 
of the flow involved, together with the amenability of the acting group. 
Remark 3.7. Let A1 :-- A q and A2 := Jk~'P. There are concrete representations for
the Ai's that are analogous to the concrete representation L2('II "3) of A~ '2. For 
i ---- 1, 2, the representation forAi uses the flow generated by the action lpi and is on 
L2(Zi × '1~3-i), where Z 1 • •q and Z2 = Y. 
3.4. Matrix representations of the non-faithful quotients of C*(H6,z) 
The non-faithful quotients of C*(H6.2) as in cases 1 and 2 above have representa- 
tions as matrix algebras with entries in simple C*-algebras from groups of lower 
dimension. For the first one (i.e., A~) we need ,4 A× (r), the simple C*-algebra 
generated by a faithful irreducible representation f Ht4(r), a 'scaled' variant 
and a subgroup of the 4-dimensional group//4. This group and C*-algebra were 
mentioned in [12, p. 633], and then used in [13]; the technical detail we need is that 
A~4(r) is generated by unitaries U0, Vo, W0 satisfying 
(3) [Uo, V0] = W~, [Uo, W0] = ~, 
where ff -- e(y) for an irrational number y. 
Theorem 3.8. When )~ is a primitive qth root of unity and # = e(oO is not a root of 
unity, the C*-algebra ~ (of Theorem 3.4) is isomorphic to Adq2(A~4(q2)), where 
y -- qot + (q + 1)/2 (rood Z). 
Proof. We know that A~ = C*(U, V, W, X1, Itl), where the unitaries U, V, W, X 1 
and Y1 satisfy (CR)2,1. Let B = C*(U, W, X1) and let C(Zq) = C*(Y1) be the 
C*-algebra generated by Y1. Since I11 commutes with U, W, and X1, we can 
form the tensor product algebra B @ C(Zq) = C*(U, W, X1, Y1). The automorphism 
Adv acts on this tensor product as the diagonal action tc @ 9, where tc and g" are 
automorphisms of B and C(Zq), respectively, given by 
K(U) = W-1U, K(XI)  = X1, /¢(W) = W and g(Y1) = )~Y1. 
Therefore, by the universality of N q (Theorem 3.6) and of the C*-crossed product 
C*(B ® C(Zq), Z), these algebras are isomorphic. By Rieffel's Proposition 1.2 
[21], the latter of these is isomorphic to .Adq(D), where D = C*(B ,Z)= 
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C*(U, W, X~, vq),  and the action of Z on B is generated by K q . Now, the unitaries 
U, W, X1, and V q generating D satisfy 
(<>) [U, V q] : W q, [U, W] : / zX  1, [U, X1] : )~,  
X q = I, ~.q = 1. 
A change of variables is useful. Put V' = V q. Then (<>) becomes 
[U, V'] : W q, [U, W] : / zX  1, [U, X1] : )~,  
(~ ' )  X q = I, ).q = 1. 
Now, with Zq C 7` presenting the subgroup with q members, one observes that D 
is isomorphic to the crossed product of C* (Zq x 7 "2, Z) from the flow generated by 
~l(x, w, v) = ()~x, tzxw, wqv). Note that this flow is minimal, thus D is simple. 
Now, the following lemma completes the proof. [] 
Lemma 3.9. D ~- .Adq(A~4(q2))for ~"= (-1)q+l/x q. 
Proof. Define unitaries in .A/lq(A~4(q2)) as follows (all of whose unspecified 
entries are 0). 
U' has 1 's on the subdiagonal nd U0 in the upper right hand corner; 
V n has do Vo, dl Wo q Vo, d2 Wo 2q Vo . . . . .  dq_ 1 Wo q (q- 1) Vo on the diagonal; 
W' has b Wo, bTz)~ Wo, b/22~3 W0 . . . . .  /2 q-a)~(q) Wo on the diagonal, and 
X' has 1, L, ~2 . . . . .  ~q-1 on the diagonal. 
The constants must be chosen to make these matrices satisfy the equation 
(<>~); as defined, they already satisfy all but the first equation. We arrange 
[U ~, V ~] = W zq by letting b be a q2th root of (--1)q2-11Z q(q-1)(q-2)/2 and set- 
ting dr = Iz[r(r+l)/2-1]qb -(r-1)q. Then the matrices satisfy (<>~) and generate 
3/lq(A~4(q2)). [] 
Corollary 3.10. For oe irrational, the C*-algebra ¢4~ has a unique tracial state 
which is precisely r ® (q~Tr), where Tr is the usual trace on Jk4q2 and r is the 
unique tracial state on A~,4(q2). 
Proof. The fact that I4 A× (r) has a unique tracial state is proved in some references 
4 (0, ?', 1)). The rest of proof is (cf. [14, Theorem 2], where A~,4(r) is denoted A× 
similar to the proof of Corollary 2.9. [] 
For the second one (i.e., .A~ 'p) we need the cardinality o fy .  This cardinality has 
been determined in terms ofq and p in [13, Lemma 5.4]. 
Theorem 3.11. When )~ is a primitive qth root of  unity, tz is a primitive pth root 
of  unity; and v = e(~) is not a root of  unity, the C*-algebra Aq~ 'p (of  Theorem 3.4) 
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is isomorphic to JVtqc(A3), where C = [Yl = min{r 6 N I ~r = ~.(~)~r = ]} and 
e(~') : [zq(C)I) qC. 
Proof. We know that ¢4~ 'p = C*(U, V, W1, X1, Y1), where the unitaries U, V, W1, 
X1, and Y1 satisfy (CR)2,2. Let B = C*(U, W1, X1) and let C(Zq) = C*(Y1) be the 
C*-algebra generated by Y1. Since I11 commutes with U, W1, and X1, we can form 
the tensor product algebra B ® C(Zq) = C*(U, W1, X1, Y1). The automorphism 
Adv acts on this tensor product as the diagonal action tc ® ~-, where t¢ and ~- are 
automorphisms of B and C(Zq), respectively, given by 
14(U) = ~)Wl lU ,  ,'¢'(Xl) -- X1, K(W1) = Wl and g(Y1) =)~Y~. 
Therefore, by the universality of A~ 'p (Theorem 3.6) and of the C*-crossed 
product C*(B ® C(Zq), Z), these algebras are isomorphic. By Rieffel's Proposi- 
tion 1.2 [21], the latter of these is isomorphic to Jk/lq(D), where D = C*(B, Z) = 
C*(U, W1, X1, vq), and the action of Z on B is generated by zq. Now, the unitaries 
U, W1, X1, and vq generating D satisfy 
[U, V q] = !) qw q, [U, Wl] =/~Xl, [U, X1] = )~, 
X q - W q' : [, )~q =~P 1. 1-  1 
A change of variables is useful. Put V' = V q . Then (A) becomes 
(A,) [U, V'] [U, W1] =/zXl,  [U, Xl] =)~, ~lvqwq9 
X?=Wq =1,  )~q=lzP=l .  
Now, we can present D using the homeomorphism ~2 on .9( = Zq × •q, × '~, 
~2(X, W, V) = ()~X, I~Xll), 1)qtoqv). The flow (Z, X) that ~2 generates i usually not 
minimal, so we restrict ~2 to 3: × 7? c Af, where 3; C Zq x Zq, is the finite set 
y = {(x, w) I (x, w, 1) e ~(1, 1, qr) for some r 6 N} 
= 
Then the flow (Z, 3; × qi') is minimal. So D is isomorphic to the crossed product of 
C*(y × %, Z) from the flow generated by ~2. The following lemma presents a flow 
that is topologically conjugate to the flow (Z, y x qi"), and whose generated C*- 
algebra was mentioned in [12]; being isomorphic to a matrix algebra with entries in 
an irrational rotation algebra. 
Lemma 3.12. Let C = [yl be the cardinality of 3). Then the flow (Z, y × q~) 
generated by ~2 is topologically conjugate to a flow (Z, Zc × 7?) generated by 
s : (w, v) i > (Z'w, Zwv), 
where )Y is a primitive Cth root of unity and X ~ ~ is chosen appropriately. 
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To observe this, we construct a homeomorphism r :y  x 37 -+ Zc x T that 
commutes with the actions of  Z i.e., r o ~2 = e o r. Define r as follows for v 6 T: 
r(1, 1, v) = (1, v), 
r o~2(1, 1,v) = r()~,lX, vqv) =e o r(1, 1, v) =e(1 ,  v) = (~, Xv), 
r o se2(1, 1, v) = gO v2, ~./£2, u2q#qv) = E2 o r(1, 1, v) 
= g2(1, v) = ()v '2, X'X2V), 
and so on down to 
O )~ (2)/zC)~ (3)q 1) (2)q U Cq V) r  co, i , v )=r (x  c, c c c 
= r(1, 1, )~(3)q[z(2)q!dCqv)C C 
= gC o r(1, 1, v) = eC(1, V) = (),C x,(C)xCv) 
= (1, %). 
The definition of  r on (1, 1, 37) at this last step must coincide with the definition at 
the first step, so X is chosen to satisfy the equation 
)~ (C)q # (C)q vCq = )~'(C2) XC, 
e.g., X = X'V q, where X' is a Cth root of  
(--1)C+lft(C)q. 
To see that v commutes with the actions of  Z, take a point P 6 y × T. Then P = 
~(1 ,  1, v) for some 0 ~< r < C and v c T, and 
r o ~2(P) = r o ~+1(1,  1, v) =8 r+l o r ( l ,  1, v) 
=eor  o~(1,1,  v )=eor (P ) ,  
as required. This completes the proof of  lemma. 
Now, to end the proof  of the theorem, observe that the conjugation of  the flows 
in the lemma implies that D is isomorphic to C(%c x 37) ~e Z; the latter is a 
(non-faithful) simple quotient of  C*(H4) denoted by cAy  for e(fi') = X, which 
is isomorphic to .Mc(A3),  where e(y) = ( -1 )c+lXc  [12, Theorem 3]. [] 
Coro l lary  3.13. For fi irrational the C*-algebra Aqj p has a unique tracial state 
which is precisely r ® (q@Tr), where Tr is the usual trace on AdqC and r is the 
3 unique tracial state on Ay. 
Proof. The proof is much as for Corollary 2.9. [] 
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3.5. K-theory for simple quotients of C*(H6,2) 
Our main goal in this part is to classify the simple infinite-dimensional quotients of 
C* (H6,2) by means of K-theory. To do this, we compute the K-groups and the trace 
invariant (i.e., the range of the unique tracial state on K0) for each of these algebras. 
The C*-algebra A 6'2. The C*-algebra A 6'2, which is generated by unitaries 
5,5 U, V, W, X, Y satisfying (CR)2, can be viewed as the crossed product A o x~ Z, 
5,5 where A o was introduced in [13, Section 5], and is the unique C*-algebra 
generated by unitaries U, V, W, X satisfying 
[U, V] = W, [U, W] = X, [U, X] = )~, 
and ~e = Ady. So ~ fixes U, W, X and o~(V) = XV. Since ~ is homotopic to the 
identity automorphism in the sense of [2, 5.2.2, p. 33], and since Kj (A~ '5) = Z 4 
[25, Theorem 3.1], the Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence yields that Kj (A 6'2) is 
isomorphic to Kj(A~ '5 ® C(2)) for j = 0, 1. So by the Kfinneth theorem [22] we 
have 
Ko(A 6'2) = Ko(Ao 5'5) N Ko(C(~2)) q) KI(A 5'5) ® K1 (C(T)) 
=Z4®Z(~Z4®Z=Z 8,
KI(A 6'2) ---- Ko(A; '5) ® K1 (C(T)) G KI(A~ '5) @ Ko(C(•)) 
=Z4®ZOZ4®Z=Z 8. 
Consequently, we have proved the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.14. K0(A 6'2) = 7, 8 and K1 (A 6'2) = 2~ 8. 
Now, to obtain the trace invariant for A 6'2, we apply the Pimsner's procedure. 
First, we need an explicit basis for K1 (A05'5). 
Lemma 3.15. A basis for KI(A05'5) is {[U], [V], [~], [(]}, where ~ := 1 ® 12 + (V - 
1) ® Px, w and ( := (1 ® I2 - Px, w) + Px, wM- I (u  -1 @ I2)Px, w with Px, w being 
the Bott projection in the commuting variables X, W, and M being a unitary in 
AJ2(C*(X, W)) such that (U -1 ® 12)Px, w(U ® 12) = M Px, w M-]. 
Proof. To observe this, we view A~ '5 as the crossed product C(~? 3) >% Z, where 
C(~ 3) is generated by three canonical unitaries X, W, V defined by X(r, s, t) = e(r), 
W(r, s, t) = e(s), V(r, s, t) --- e(t), and a -- Adu [25, Section 3]. So 
a(X) = )~X, a(W) = XW, a(V)  = WV. 
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The Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence corresponding tothe above crossed prod- 
uct is 
Ko(C(T3) a,-id,> Ko(C(T3) i. > Ko(A05,5 ) 
al T 1'o 
KI(A~,5) < i. Kl(C(qr3)) <a,-id, K1(C(73)). 
Now, let B denote the Bott projection of twist 1 in J~2(C(']r2)), and let Pij denote 
the Bott projection in JDI2(C('jl'3)) in the variables i, j for 1 ~< i < j ~< 3. More 
specifically, 
P12(r,s,t)=B(r,s), P13(r,s,t)=B(r,t),  P23(r,s,t)=B(s,t) .  
Put t ing  bij = [ Pij ] - [ 1 ] (the B ott elements), it is not hard to check that { [ 1], b a 2, b 13, 
b23} is a basis for K0(C(qI'3)). From [25, Lemma 3.2], we have 
cr,[1] = 1, cr,(bl2) = b12, 
c%(b13) = b12 n u b13, ~r,(b23) = b12 + b13 + b23. 
Therefore, on K0(C(773)), the kernel of or. - id. is generated by [11 and [Px, w], 
where Px, w := P12. Also, observe that from cr. [ Px, w ] = [ Px, w ], we have [ Px, w ] = 
~r, l[PX,w], and since C(T 2) has the cancellation property, there is a unitary M in 
.AA2(C*(X, W)) such that ¢r , l  ( Px, w ) = M Px, w M -1, or equivalently 
(U -1 ® 12)Px, w(U ®/2) = MPx, w M-1. 
Now it is straightforward to see that ¢ := (1 ® 12 - Px,w) + Px, wM- l (  U-1 ® 
12)Px,w is a unitary in A05'5 and ~1[~] = [Px,w] and ~I[U -1] = Eli [17, p. 102]. 
This proves that [U] and [~] generate a copy of Z 2 in K1 (A05"5). 
On the other hand, from Lemma 3.3 of [25], a basis for K1 (C(qr3)) is {[X], [W], 
IV], [~]}, where ~ := 1 @ 12 + (V - 1) ® Px, w, and by Lemma 3.4 of [25], the action 
of a. on K1 (C(qi'3)) is given by 
a,[x] = [x], a,[w] = [x] + [w], a,[v] = [w] + [v], ~r,[~] = [~] + [w]. 
Therefore, on K1 (C(qr3)), the range of or. - id. is generated by [X] and [W], hence 
the range of i. in KI(A~ '5) is generated by IV] and [~], which generate another 
copy of Z 2 in K1 (Ao5'5). This completes the proof. [] 
Proposition 3.16. The range of the unique tracial state on Ko(A 6'2) is 2~ q- ZO. 
Proof. We apply the Pimsner's procedure to the crossed product A 6'2 = Ao 5"5 ~ Z. 
Since o~ is homotopic to the identity automorphism, the kernel of a.  - id. is all 
of Kl(A5'5). We already know that v.Ko(A~ '5) = Z + Z0 [25, Theorem 3.1], so 
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we need to compute the "determinant" A (whose values are in ]R/Z + Z0) on each 
basis element OfKl (A~'5). Since a(U)U* = 1, o~(~)~* = 1 ® I2, and ot(V)V* = ~ = 
e(-0), we conclude that A[U] = A[V] = A[~] = 0. For ~ we have 
ce(~)~* = (1 @ I2 + (~.V - 1) ® Px, w)(1 @ 12 + (V -1 - 1) ® Px,w) 
= 1 ® 12 "-I- (~ -- 1 )Px ,  w .  
A path of unitaries connecting this element to 1 ® I2 (as the identity ofAAz(A~ '5) = 
A0 5'5 @ .A//2) is simply rh = 1 @ I2 + (e(-tO) - 1)Px, w for 0 ~< t ~< 1. Thus 
1 1 
,f if 2zri (v ® Tr)(il(t)~l(t)*)dt = ~ (r ® Tr)(-2zriOPx,w)dt = -0  
0 0 
since (r ® Tr)(Px, w) = 1. So A[~] = 0 and we obtained that A _---- 0. Therefore 
from the exact sequence in the Pimsner's theorem, r, Ko(A 6"2) = r, Ko(ASo "5) = Z + 
Z0. [] 
6,2 Corollary 3.17. For irrational numbers 0 and O r, the algebras A~ '2 and A o, are 
isomorphic if and only if O I = n + O for some integer n. 
The C*-algebra A~. The C*-algebra A~ is isomorphic to J~q2(A~4(q2)), where 
g = q(~ + (q + 1)/2 (Theorem 3.8). Thus for j = 0, 1 we have 
Kj(.A q) = Kj(A4qz(a?(q2))) = Kj(A?(q2)).  
NOW t 4 A× (r), which is the unique (up to isomorphism) C*-algebra generated 
by unitaries Uo, Vo, W0 satisfying (3), can be viewed as the C*-crossed product 
C(qF 2) >~e Z, where q) is given by qg(w, v) = (e(F)w, wry). This permits us to show, 
using the Pimsner-Voiculescu six term exact sequence [ 17], that 
Ko(A~4(r))=Z 3 and KI (A? ( r ) )=Z 3~Zr .  
So we can prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.18. Ko(A~) --- Z 3 and KI(A q) = Z 3 @ Zq2. 
By Pimsner's procedure described briefly in the introduction, one easily shows 
that the range of the unique tracial state on A~,4(r) is Z + ZF. So we have the 
following. 
Proposition 3.19. The range of the unique tracial state on K0(A~) is ~(Z + ZF), 
where F = qol + (q + 1)/2. 
Proof. Corollary 1.3 and the fact that the range of the unique tracial state on 
A~4(q 2) is Z + ZF yield the result. [] 
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Corollary 3.20. When q, q' E N and or, d are irrational, A q ~- .A q', i f  and only i f  
k 4- ot for some k c Z. q = ql and od = -~ 
The C*-algebra "~/3Aq'P" The C*-algebra Aq~ 'p is isomorphic to J~qc(A  3) (Theo- 
rem 3.11). Thus for j = 0, 1 we have 
Kj (Aqf  'p) = Kj(Yk4qc(A3))= K j (A  3) = Z 2. 
So we have the following result. 
Proposition 3.21 .  Ko(,,4qff p) = •2 and KI(Aq~ 'p) = Z 2. 
Proposition 3.22. The range of  the unique tracial state on Ko(Aqfl 'p) is ~c(Z + 
ZF), where 
c C e(g) --~ #q(2)V q . 
Proof. Corollary 1.3 and the fact that the range of the unique tracial state on A 3 is 
Z + ZV yield the result. [] 
qt pt 
Corollary 3.23. When q, p, ql, pl ~ N and fi, fl' are irrational, ~4q~ 'p ~ ~4g,' i f  
and only i fqC = q~C ~ and 
,q,rC"~ ,q'C' [zq(C) IjqC, k2]13 
or 
, , , c , ,  , = 
[,l, q l. 2)V q c 
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